TEMPO COMMUNICATIONS:
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
NO ONE KNOWS
COPPER & VDV
LIKE TEMPO!

Do you know we have a range
of test and measurement
equipment and tools for the
technician working not just
with copper, but also:
• Fiber
• Ethernet
• Wi-Fi
• Buried Utility Detection
& Location
• RF safety
• And coming soon, tools
and test equipment
for 5G
Our goal is to deliver
innovative, job-specific tools
and test equipment at the
right price for every
technician across the globe.
We are headquartered in
Vista, California (US) and have
a EMEA headquarters in
Cwmbran, Wales.
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in 1984 as Tempo Research Corporation, a company renowned
for its high-quality and reliable SideKick, and other copper test
and measurement equipment aimed at the communications
technician.

by Greenlee Textron, Inc. as it focused on growing its
telecommunications portfolio. Prior to acquiring Tempo,
Greenlee Textron had also purchased Progressive Electronics,
known for its legendary tones and probes like the 701K-G and
locator products; and Chesilvale Electronics, known for its
telephone test sets and Industrial Technology, known for its
OmniMarker electronic marker balls and Throwmaster line for
test sets. In 2008 Tempo’s named was changed to
Greenlee Communications to fall under Textron’s Greenlee
umbrella which also included Greenlee Electric.
In the early 2000’s, Greenlee Textron also added
RIFOCS Corporation (fiber products and cable assemblies),
Datacom Technologies (LAN Testing) and Opto Electronics (fiber
fault location, optical power meters, and high resolution OTDRs)
to its expanding line up.

Greenlee Textron was acquired by Emerson Electric.
By this time, Greenlee Communications had expanded
its test and measurement equipment offerings to also
include solutions into areas like Ethernet and Wi-Fi®.

The Greenlee Communications business was purchased by a
group of private investors and its name was officially changed
to Tempo Communications, Inc., bringing the company back,
full circle, to the trusted name with which it began back in
1984.
Along with the acquisition and rebirth of Tempo
Communications came the professional grade Paladin line
of hand tools with a limited lifetime warranty as well as the
DataShark “do-it-yourself” family of hand tools, priced and
designed to empower homeowners.

Because of our long history, we know telecommunications and we know how to deliver relevant solutions that solve the
problems faced in the field. Tempo proudly offers a comprehensive line of reliable, industry-leading test and measurement
solutions to address all stages of network deployment, enabling the development, installation, and maintenance of xDSL,
Fiber, Cable, Ethernet, Wireless and Irrigation networks.
From our tried-and-true copper and locating solutions to innovative launches in fiber, Wi-Fi testing, RF Safety and
5G—we continue to evolve to ensure our customers have the latest and greatest options to best address the challenges
facing today’s complex networks.

To learn more about Tempo and discover the history behind the name,
go to www.TempoCom.Com

YESTERDAY + TODAY + TOMORROW = TEMPO HAS YOU COVERED!

